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siècle, eds. amanda anderson and joseph valente (princeton, n.j.: princeton university press, 2002), 19–43.
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2001). the beast within: h.g. wells, the island of doctor moreau ... - of a broader fin de siècle project
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species originated, what was still missing was a clear understanding of why it happened. hammill, faye
(2015) introduction: magazines and/as media ... - 1 jmps introduction magazines and/as media:
periodical studies and the question of disciplinarity periodical studies as media studies in the opening essay of
this special issue, patrick collier asks whether a thing called “modern victorians unbound: connections and
intersections - bibliophiles and bibliophilic spaces in fin-de-siècle male literary culture’ amelia yeates,
‘binding spaces: space and place in nineteenth-century images of women readers’ curriculum vitae amanda
anderson - brown university - curriculum vitae amanda anderson _____ andrew w. mellon professor of
humanities and english books - brown research - books: a companion to george eliot. london: blackwell,
forthcoming 2013. co-edited with harry shaw. includes 35 commissioned essays. the way we argue now: a
study in the cultures of theory.
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